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Assistance with Document turnaround, speed and efficiency
Dragon speech recognition software is better than ever. Speak and your words 
appear on the screen. Say commands and your computer obeys. Dragon is 3x 
faster than typing and it's 99% accurate. Master Dragon right out of the box and 
start experiencing big productivity gains immediately.
Assistance with Spelling and Grammar
Dragon provides you with the assistance of using the Terminology you wish to use, 
rather than utilising the words that you can spell.  It can also assist with grammar, 
and provides a read-back facility, allowing you to appreciate how the end-user will 
read your documents.
Assistance with Reduction of the use of the Mouse and Keyboard
Dragon allows you to control the whole of your computer without the need for your 
keyboard or mouse.  You can mix and match keyboard and mouse commands 
manually as well as voice control your computer.  Dragon also allows you to create 
Auto text/Text Macros, which your trainer can guide you through how to utilise 
commonly used text.

What is Dragon Naturally Speaking?                                  (Neil Wheeler)
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Challenge
 Requires assistance in spelling & grammar checking.
 Struggles with a significant amount of hand typing and mouse movement to create & review detailed client records and follow-

up emails. 
 A need to improve the quality of work, ensure reports are turned in in a time equivalent to peers & eliminate the need to ask

other colleagues for assistance.

Solutions
 Use Dragon voice recognition to reduce the need to manually type.  
 Create shortcuts for updating processes that require multiple tasks in different applications to accelerate repetitive information.  
 Increase the quality of vocabulary, so user can utilise their own words, just because it’s difficult to spell.

Results
 Despite a diagnosed disability, I was able to produce emails & dictate information into bespoke applications faster or equivalent 

to fellow colleagues who hand-typed their information.  
 Using voice recognition was much faster than my initial typing speed upwards of 60-80 words per minute. 
 My use of this software was so successful, that I demonstrated my newly found skills to my organisation, which initiated 

replacing hand typing with voice recognition for our administration team and doubled their turnaround of documentation -
saving 60% of the time that they used to spend on repetitive tasks such as sending e-mails, writing reports and generally typing.  

Case study: Dragon in the Public Sector                                (Neil Wheeler)



Let’s demonstrate 
how Dragon can  
work for you…

Live Demo by

Vladimir Teodosiev



Thank you

Q&A
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